Fixed Income
Government Debt

Tullett Prebon Information brings unique, in-depth expertise to pricing over 2500 bonds and bills. You get great coverage
and confidence in the prices. Call us to find out more.

Governments, just like individuals and companies, need to finance their operations.
Government financing is satisfied in various ways and, more often than not,
Governments need to supplement this with borrowing.
This borrowing is performed through the issuance of bonds to a public market. The
Government takes on a debt obligation to the treasury investment community and
makes a promise to return the funds on a specific date, making interest payments at
periodic intervals until the debt is returned.

Emerging Markets
Covers global emerging market Government Bonds
including European, Latin American and Asian
emerging markets.

GIIPS

Extensive coverage

Standing for Greece, Italy, Ireland, Portugal and Spain, a specific GIIPS package is
available for those clients interested in the “at risk” European Sovereigns.

Tullett Prebon Information has a very wide coverage of global bonds and benchmarks.
Below is an overview of the products Tullett Prebon Information provide to the market

Live Pricing

l 2000+ Government Bonds and Bills
l 500+ Government Benchmark Bonds and Bills

As with other asset classes, TPI provides access to live pricing for some of the less liquid
markets such as India, the Philippines, Indonesia and South Africa.

l Country specific, and esoteric debt securities
l Expert knowledge on each of the markets priced

US Specific

l Proprietary pricing model driven by unique market insight

With the US market being the largest and most developed there are some products
specific to the US such as STRIPS and When Issued Benchmarks.

TreasuryMarker (TMKR)
TPI’s most comprehensive Government Bond pricing service covering all the major/
developed markets. This includes benchmark and off-the-run bonds.

Benchmarks
Benchmarks are selected, managed and priced for 35+ countries.
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